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DESCRIPTION
Organic chemistry composes a very large number of compounds 
and illustrations have focused on their structural characteristics 
[1].

Chemical reaction

Chemical reaction is a transformation which resulting in a 
change of composition and configuration of a compound (which 
referred to as the reactant or substrate).

Substrate

Organic compounds undergo change in chemical reactions. 
Other compounds may also be involved in chemical reaction 
with most common reactive partners may be identified. Reactant 
is often the larger and more complex molecule in the reacting 
system. Most of the reactant molecules are normally 
incorporated as part of the product molecules [2].

Reagent: Most common partner of the reactant in many 
chemical reactions may be organic or inorganic in nature and 
which are either small or large, gas or liquid or solid. Portion of a 
reagent which was incorporating in product may range from 
little to none.

Product

Product is known as the final form taken by the major reactants 
of a reaction.

Reaction conditions

Various environmental conditions such as temperature, pressure, 
catalysts and solvent which are under reaction 
progresses optimally. Catalysts are the substances which 
accelerates the rate velocity of a chemical reaction without 
being consumed or appearing as a part of the reaction 
product. Catalysts do not require changing equilibria positions.

Classification by structural change

This type of classification does not require any knowledge or 
speculation reaction mechanisms.

Acidity and basicity: By beginning with a discussion of organic 
chemical reactions by a review of acid-base chemistry and 
terminology for the several reasons. Acid-base reactions are the 
simplest reactions to recognize and understand. Some classes of 
organic compounds distinctly contain acidic properties and 
some other classes of organic compounds behave as bases, so the 
classes need to be identifying these aspects of their chemical 
reactions. Many organic reactions are catalyzed by acids and 
bases. Although such transformations of reactions may seem 
complex to understanding of how they occur from beginning 
with the functioning of the catalyst.

Organic chemists’ uses two acid-base theories for the interpreting 
and planning of their work which are Bronsted theory and Lewis 
theory of chemical bonding [3, 4].

Oxidation and reduction reactions: These reactions are parallel 
and independent methods of characterizing the organic 
reactions are by oxidation-reduction terminology. Carbon atoms 
contains oxidation state which depending upon their 
substituents. By determining the absolute oxidation state of each 
carbon atom in a given molecule, but only change in oxidation 
state of those carbons involved in a chemical transformation 
reaction. To determine a carbon atom undergone a redox change 
during a reaction by simply note any changes in the number of 
bonds to hydrogen and the number of bonds to electronegative 
atoms such as O, N, F, Cl, Br, I, and S that has been 
occurred. Bonds having other carbon atoms are ignored. 
Maximum count should be conducted for each carbon 
atom by undergoing changes during a chemical reaction [5].

• Number of hydrogen atoms bonded to a carbon then increases
in oxidation state and if the number of bonds of
electronegative atoms decreases then decreases in oxidation
state, the carbon in question has been reduced.
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• Number of hydrogen atoms bonded to a carbon decreases,
then the number of bonds to more electronegative atoms
increases.

• If there is no change in the number of such bonds, then the
carbon in question has not change in oxidation state.
Hydrolysis reaction of a nitrile showed the blue colored
carbon which has not changed its oxidation state.

CONCLUSION
In the addition of hydrogen both carbon atoms are reduced and
the overall reaction is known as reduction. Per acid epoxidation
and addition of bromine can oxidize the both carbon atoms, so
these are termed as oxidation reactions. Addition of HBr
reduces one double bond and carbon atoms which oxidizes each
other. Consequently, there is no overall redox change in the
substrate molecules.
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